Put Plant Cell
Question Cards Here

Put Animal Cell
Question Cards Here

Put Beware the Virus
Cards! Here

4 – 5 Players and 1 Monitor
Plant Cell Rules
1. Answer the question on the card.
2. Correct answer = stay on the square.
3. Wrong answer = move back one
square.
4. If you move back and it is a VIRUS =
pick a VIRUS CARD.
5. If you move back = PLANT or ANIMAL
CELL square, no need to do anything.
6. DO NOT return the card to the deck.
7. If all cards are used, shuffle and use
cards again.

Animal Cell Rules

Virus Cell Rules

Antibody Rules

Same rules as PLANT CELL RULES but:
1. These cards are more DIFFICULT!
2. Read the ANSWER and GIVE A
QUESTION to the ANSWER.
3. If your QUESTION matches the
meaning of the question on the card =
stay on the square.
4. If your QUESTION does not match the
meaning of the question on the card =
move back one square.

1. If you land on a VIRUS you must pick a
VIRUS CARD.
2. You MUST do what the card says.
3. If you pick a card you must return it to
the deck and shuffle the deck.
4. The MONITOR plays as a VIRUS (with a
VIRUS CARD).
5. If the MONITOR catches you or overtakes you, you must go back one square.
6. If you have an ANTIBODY CARD the
VIRUS has NO EFFECT on you.

1. If you land on an ANTIBODY square
(including the FINISH square, but not the
START square) you can get an ANTIBODY
CARD.
2. If you land on a VIRUS and have an
ANTIBODY CARD you can move to the next
PLANT or ANIMAL CELL square.
3. You can only use your ANTIBODY CARD
once!
4. There are some ANITBODY CARDS in the
PLANT and ANIMAL CELL decks too. If you
get it, it’s yours!
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